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These tips are intended to help competitors avoid some of the most com-
mon problems with Science Olympiad’s WiFi Lab event. They are not spe-
cific to the rules of any particular year, and they do not take the place of
the rules or clarifications, but we hope that you find them useful.

Plan Before You Build
Know the rules and how to think about the design.

• Read the rules from start to finish. Keep in mind that the rules do
not tell youwhat to build. Instead, they tell you the requirements for
your build. This means they are abstract and not easy to read, but
read them anyway. (You’ll see why soon.)

• Understand what the event is about. The event is not about a 30 cm
square of MDF on a tripod with a WiFi router and some cables with
particular connectors — that stuff is just the testing equipment. The
event is about building an antenna. That said, you will need a
WiFi router and a few other bits to test your device, but the emphasis
is on the antenna, and that is all you need to bring to the tournament.

• Now search the Web for pictures or videos of antennas other people
have built. If a build looks wrong to you, remember that it may well
be wrong— only the rules are officially correct, and someone else can
misread them and build the wrong thing (and they often do). Also,
things on theWebmay have been built for an old version of the rules.
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• Now that you’ve seen some antenna devices, re-read the rules. Think
about the devices you saw and whether they meet the rules.

• Read the clarifications on your state’s website and regularly check for
new clarifications until the deadline for clarifications has passed.

• Read these tips from start to finish.

• Do some reading about radio wave propagation and antenna design.
This will help you prepare for the written test, but it will also spark
ideas and point out “gotchas” for your device build.

• Outline your design on paper before building anything. If your design
is too hard to outline, too hard to put on paper, or too hard to explain,
it’s probably too hard to build.

Common Building Issues
NoSMAconnector: In order to score, your antennamust connect to the
event supervisor’s test stand with a SMA Male connector. (See Figure 1.)
It is not acceptable to simply provide a wire that fits into the center hole of
the test stand’s SMA Female connector.

Figure 1: SMA Male, SMA Female, RP-SMA Male, and RP-SMA Female
Connectors (from left to right)
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Improper connection to your router: A typicalWiFi router hasmany
ports (see Figure 2), and it is important to connect your antenna properly:

Figure 2: A Typical WiFi Router

• If there are no visible antennas, then you will not be able to use the
router. You need to be able to unscrew the antennas in order to attach
your own, and if you can’t see antennas, then they are permanently
attached inside the box.

• Ignore the Ethernet and USB ports.

• Unscrew the antennas and set them aside. This will reveal the small
brass SMA (or RP-SMA) connectors where you will connect a cable
to your antenna (see Figure 3).

• Some routers have a larger silver threaded connector in addition to
the small brass-colored antenna connectors (see Figure 4). The larger
one is not an SMA connector — it is a Co-ax (co-axial cable) connec-
tor. Do not connect your antenna to this.

• Connect a cable to one of the antenna ports to carry the radio signal to
your antenna. The other antenna port should be covered with a piece
of foil to prevent it from emitting a radio signal. Figure 5 shows an
antenna port bare, then covered, and finally taped to hold the foil in
place. Figure 6 shows the router with cable and covered port, ready
for testing.
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Figure 3: WiFi Router with Antennas Removed

Figure 4: RP-SMA versus Coax Connectors
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Figure 5: Covering an Antenna Port on the WiFi Router

Figure 6: WiFi Router, Ready for Testing
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Incorrect connectors: Your antenna needs an SMAMale. Your router’s
antenna port depends on your router, but is usually one of the RP-SMA
connectors. If you are building a backplane, that needs its own connector.
Look carefully at the examples in Figure 1 to be sure you are getting the
correct connectors to make everything fit together.

Measuring the wrong signal: Many routers emit two different signals,
one at 2.4 GHz (802.11b, 802.11g, or 802.11n standard) and the other at
5 GHz (802.11ac or 802.11ax standard). Make sure you are measuring the
strength of the 2.4 GHz signal. If you wish, the configuration settings of
most routers will allow you to turn off the 5 GHz signal. (See the documen-
tation for your router for more information.)

Hot glue: When attaching parts together, avoid hot glue. This is great for
crafts, but it is weak and sticks poorly to many materials. For the sorts of
materials often used in this event, epoxy is a much better choice. Epoxy
comes in two separate parts, and you mix them together just before apply-
ing it. It’s a bit more effort, but vastly more effective.

Poor electrical connections: If you glue two pieces of metal together
(with any kind of glue), electricity may not flow between them. Soldering
makes the best electrical connections. A few things to be aware of:

• Soldering is a skill that requires a bit of practice, so reading about it
(or asking your school’s electronics teacher) is a good idea.

• Aluminum is very difficult to solder, whereas copper is much easier.

• Solder joints are not very strong, so don’t expect them to hold a lot of
weight by themselves.

Mismatched impedance: Every electrical circuit has a property called
impedance. This includes both the cable carrying the signal from the router
and the antenna itself. If these two impedances do not match, then a por-
tion of the signal will reflect off the connection between them and go back
through the cable rather than transmit into the antenna. If the mismatch
is large, very little signal will reach the antenna. The process of impedance
matching is a complex topic beyond the scope of this document, but there
are many resources on the internet, and your school’s electronics teacher
may also be able to help.
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Things to Understand about Testing
Measure your threshold: Whenever you test your antenna, be sure to
measure the threshold value in the same way that the rules direct the event
supervisor to do — see rule 6.e. This is important because it will tell you
how well your antenna will work in competition.

You can create a monopole antenna by straightening a paper clip, cutting
it to a length of 31 mm, and inserting it into the hole in the middle of an
SMA Female connector.

dBm is a logarithmic scale: If the threshold is -50 dBm and your an-
tenna reading is -60 dBm at 6 m distance, it might seem like reducing the
distance to 5 m should be enough to meet the threshold. However, if you
are 10 dBm short, it means your signal is one tenth as strong (not 5/6 as
strong), so you will need to reduce your distance by much more than a me-
ter to achieve the threshold.

Your test apparatus: The National web site has a resource, “WiFi Lab
Transmitter Construction & Setup Guide,” that details how to construct a
complete WiFi Lab testing apparatus. It can be found here:

https://www.soinc.org/wifi-lab-c

You are welcome to follow that guide if you wish. However, not all of that
apparatus is necessary for your own testing. For instance, you could ignore
the backplane and tripod, and simply connect the router to your antenna
with a cable. You would need to think a bit about how the antenna would
be supported if the backplane was present, so that your device would work
in a real tournament, but such a shortcut can save you some time better
used for testing your antenna.
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Statement to your IT Department
The Information Technology (IT) Department of your school system may
be very sensitive to students and teachers (or really anyone at all) operating
a piece of network equipment in the building that is not their own network
equipment. Sometimes theywill outright ban this practice. They have good
cause to do this in general, but in the case of WiFi Lab, there is no reason
for such a ban. Here is why:

• The WiFi router used for testing in this event is never connected to
any other network (including the Internet), computer, or other de-
vice.

• Nothing is ever plugged into the WAN port or Ethernet ports of the
router.

• No device makes aWiFi connection to the router. The rules do speak
of “connecting,” but they merely mean transmitting a signal that is
stronger than a threshold value. They do not mean a connection in
the sense of being able to exchange IP packets between devices.

• Because no other device connects to the router in the networking
sense of that term, the router cannot in any way affect the school’s
network security.
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